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Key figures as of 30 December 2022

Interest rate decisions by the central banks were due at the beginning of
December. As expected, the US Federal Reserve Bank (FED) and the
ECB once again raised key interest rates. Both also announced further interest rate hikes for 2023 to fight inflation, but this was only very briefly interpreted negatively by investors for the gold and silver price. Gold gained
3.1% in December, silver even 7.9%. Many precious metal stocks in local
currencies were able to benefit from this, but not quite as many if converted into CHF, as the invested currencies weakened against the CHF. As in
November, the "H" tranche in the fund (minimum 90% of foreign currency
risk hedged against CHF) performed accordingly better than the unhedged
tranches "A" and "C". On the news front, it was mostly quiet. Index adjustments on the 3rd Friday of the month (GDX and GDXJ) led to surprising
price gains and record volumes in the stocks involved. However, the
biggest changes were immediately offset in price the day after. Argonaut
Gold (AR CN), a small position in our portfolio, famously struggled this
year with large cost overruns for the construction of its "Magino" project in
Canada. The company announced another change in leadership in
December, which boosted the stock. The new boss will be Richard Young,
who is known for his track record at Teranga Gold. A lot is expected from
him. The construction of "Magino" is now on schedule and the financing is
secured. First gold will be produced from this mine in the course of 2023.
At B2Gold (BTO), investors had doubts that the "guidance" for the full year
would be met. That is why the company decided to announce off-date production figures from its largest mine, "Fekola" in Mali. With 80k ounces in
October and 95k for November, they will meet their targets for the full year.
This confirms our position in the portfolio. The "senior" segment has
lagged behind the "intermediates" in our opinion. Therefore, Barrick Gold,
Newmont and Agnico Eagle were further added to in December. In the annual report, which we will publish in the next few days, we report on topics
such as BRICS, central banks, costs and profitability of the mines.

Net Asset Value Tranche A
Number of units
Net Asset Value Tranche C
Number of units
Net Asset Value Tranche H FX-hedged
Number of units
Total Net Asset Value

CHF 94.35
178’940
CHF 99.11
924’700
CHF 95.42
352’812
CHF 142.2m

Performance Tranche A
Duration
1 month
3 months
12 months
3 years p.a.
5 years p.a.
since inception (18.04.2006) p.a.
Year
2022
2021
2020
2019
2018
since inception (18.04.2006)

Fund
-3.0%
10.8%
-13.5%
-0.6%
2.6%
-1.4%

XAU
-2.8%
12.6%
-7.3%
2.6%
6.1%
-3.3%

-13.5%
-13.8%
31.6%
43.9%
-19.5%
-21.4%

-7.3%
-5.3%
23.1%
48.7%
-16.2%
-43.3%

Risk ratios (rolling over the last 3 years)
Volatility (p.a.)
Sharpe ratio (-0.54% Risk free rate)
Beta (vs. XAU)

Top 10 positions
Barrick Gold
Newmont Mining
Agnico Eagle Mines
Wheaton
SSR Mining
Gold Fields
Franco-Nevada
B2Gold
Northern Star Resources
Sibanye Stillwater

9.9%
9.0%
7.9%
5.7%
5.2%
4.3%
4.0%
4.0%
3.9%
3.9%

Exposure
Long Position
Cash

XAU

98.2%
1.8%

Top 3 performers in December 2022
Company
Argonaut Gold
Novo Resources
AngloGold Ashanti

Performance since launch Tranche A

AMG Gold - Mines & Metals

38.4%
0.01
1.00

Performance p.a. (left scale)

Perf.
36.8%
7.5%
5.9%

AMG Gold - Mines & Metals
Breakdown by sectors

Investment philosophy
The fund invests mainly in gold mining companies, with a selection of silver mining companies supplementing the fund composition. Precious
metals can round off the investment portfolio. Exposure to gold is gained
through the purchase of physical gold bars. The fund is actively managed
along the market cycles in gold and silver. This is based on the results of
AMG Fonds’ own fundamental and technical analysis. The top-down approach results in a concentrated portfolio of mining companies and precious metals.
Fund facts

Seniors
Intermediates
Royalties
Silver Stocks

47.6%
15.6%
14.6%
12.0%

Explorers
Juniors
Cash

4.8%
3.7%
1.8%

Breakdown by currencies

Domicile of fund
Legal form
Investment universe

CH
Contractual investment fund
Precious metal shares global &
precious metals
Investment manager
AMG Fondsverwaltung AG, Zug
Management company
LLB Swiss Investment Ltd, Zurich
Custodian bank
Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, Basel
Launch date
18.04.2006
Recommended investment horizon
5 years
Reference currency
CHF
ISIN / Bloomberg-Ticker
A: CH0024686773 / AMGGMMF SW
(respective Tranche)
C: CH0197484386 / AMGGMMC SW
H (FX-hedged): CH0420487941 / AMGGMMH SW
Distributions
distributing (Dividend & Capital Gain )
Subscription and redemption
daily (cut-off 13.00 CET)
Performance Fee
8% over 5% Hurdle, with High Water Mark
High Water Mark and Hurdle
CHF 226.74
Tax transparency
CH, AT
Tax status Germany
Equity fund pursuant to InvStG with
partial exemption
Registered for public distribution
CH
Fee structure

USD
CAD
AUD

63.5%
26.4%
8.3%

GBP
CHF

1.7%
0.1%

Subscription and redemption fee
Management fee p.a.

none
Tranche A: 1.50%
Tranche C: 1.00%
Tranche H (FX-hedged): 1.00%
Total expense ratio p.a. (per 31.12.2021;
Tranche A: 1.68%
TER, before profit sharing)
Tranche C: 1.18%
Tranche H (FX-hedged): 1.18%
Portfolio management
Fritz Eggimann
eggimann@amgfonds.ch
+41 (0)41 726 71 75

Sustainability
Applied ESG characteristics
Exclusion Criteria
Integration

Reporting
Benchmark

This is a financial product within the meaning of Art. 8 of the Disclosure
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088.

Bernhard Graf
graf@amgfonds.ch
+41 (0)41 726 71 74

AMG Fondsverwaltung AG
Bahnhofstrasse 29
CH-6300 Zug
+41 (0)41 726 71 71
www.amgfonds.ch

Legal notice
This document is promotional material. This document does not constitute an offer or recommendation for the purchase or sale of investment funds. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of current or future performance. The performance figures do not include commissions and costs, which arise at subscription and redemption of units. The
price of a unit can rise as well as fall. The legal fund documents are available free of charge from AMG Fondsverwaltung AG at www.amgfonds.ch.

